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INTRODUCTION
As every year, the Bulgarian Institute for Standardization (BDS) presents an activity report seeking to be
a transparent and open to the public organization.
The aim is to present a clear picture of BDS work both at national and at European and international level
and to outline our role as a nationally responsible standardization body. The report contains information on
all important activities and events: standardization work at national level in all sectors, BDS participation at
European and international level, services and products offered and other activities.
It is worth mentioning some of the achievements in the past year: for example, BDS passed a successful
self-assessment for compliance with CEN/CENELEC membership criteria along with ISO 9001:2015
recertification audit and the results demonstrated were highly appreciated by the governing bodies of the
European organizations for standardization.
In addition, BDS was involved in the implementation of new projects, thereby strengthening its name as an
organization aiming at promotion of standardization activities among different societal groups.
Our members, BDS/TC experts and, of course, BDS staff are behind this overall picture. We thank for the
efforts and we believe that working together is a precondition to successfully meet challenges and to seize
opportunities.

Ivelin Burov
Chairman of BDS
Governing Board
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BDS Managing Director
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BDS MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS IN 2017

As of December 2017, 329 organizations are members
of the Bulgarian Institute for Standardization. 10 of
them are corporate members, 300 have the status
of active members, 18 have observer status and
2 organizations are of a mixed status – active one and
as observers.
The number of the newly admitted members at BDS
for the past year is 22.

329

member
organizations

22

new
members

300
active
members
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Their distribution by groups is presented in the following table, and the graph below illustrates their
percentage ratio:

Group

Type of organization
Employers’ associations, branch chambers,
producers and traders, banks
Executive government bodies
Scientific organizations, institutes, universities
Conformity assessment bodies
Insurance associations, professional
organizations, unions

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Total

Number

%

201

61

30
36
38

9
11
12

24

7

Организации - членове на БИС за 2017 г.329
Organizations - members of BDS in 2017

12%

7%
Group 1

11%
9%

Group 2

61%

Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
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The difference in the number of BDS members for three consecutive years is presented in the table and
graph bellow:

Group
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5

2015
Number %

Type of organization
Employers’ associations, branch
chambers, producers and traders, banks
Executive government bodies
Scientific organizations, institutes,
universities
Conformity assessment bodies
Insurance associations, professional
organizations, unions

Total

2016
Number %

2017
Number %

195

60

196

60

201

61

32

10

31

10

30

9

33

10

34

10

36

11

41

13

41

13

38

12

23

7

24

7

24

7

324

326

329

Сравнение на броя на членовете на БИС за 2015 - 2017 г. по групи
Comparison of the number of BDS members for 2015 - 2017 by groups
250
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As in previous years, now the largest share belongs to Group 1 and the distribution in it is as follows:

Group 1

Type of organization
Employers’ associations,
branch chambers
Producers and traders:
Micro enterprises
Small enterprises
Medium enterprises
Large enterprises
Banks
Total

Number

%

19

9

35
47
51
47
2
201

17
23
25
23
1

BDS members participate with their experts in the standardization work in 78 BDS/TC and 12 BDS/EWG.
The total number of the experts (individuals) by 31.12.2017 was 1195.

78

technical
committees

12

expert
working
groups

1195
experts
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BDS ACTIVITIES AT NATIONAL LEVEL

BDS overall activity is carried out in accordance
with its normative documents that define the
rules, principles, obligations and responsibilities
and in line with the national standardization work
programme. The programme is publicly available
and is open to updating and supplementing
during the year.

The number of national work bodies (BDS/TC and
BDS/EWG) active in 2017 is as follows: 78 BDS/TC
and 12 BDS/EWG. For areas where no Technical
Committee has been set up (the so-called TC 0)
the activity is organized by a technical officer for the
relevant standardization sub-sector.
Two new Technical Committees were set up in 2017:
TC 107 „Temporary works equipment“ and TC 108
„Learning services outside formal education“, and
EWG 18 „Services of Medical Doctors with additional
qualification in Homeopathy“ was disbanded.

2

new
technical
committees

The Standardization Technical Boards have
approved 12 European standards to be published
by translation in Bulgarian.

www.bds-bg.org
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The development of national standards in support
of the national legislation was a priority in the past
year. Thus, pursuant to a contract concluded with
the Ministry of Regional Development and Public
Works (MRDPW) and related to the implementation
of Regulation (EU) No 305/2011 of the European
Parliament and of the Council on construction
products, some existing national annexes were
updated and new ones were developed. They
concern harmonized European standards for

8
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construction products and establish the national
requirements for determining the performance of the
essential characteristics in relation to the intended
use of specific products. 9 documents in the scope
of TC 4, TC 5, TC 61, TC 96 were developed.
In addition, related to a proposal by MRDPW,
national annexes in the field of activity of TC 67
concerning bitumen and bitumious binders were
developed.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORK PROGRAMME FOR STANDARDIZATION BY SECTORS

Highlights by sectors
Sector 1: Standards in the field of services
and fundamental standards
A systematic review of 34 European standards and
standardization documents and of 83 international
standards and standardization documents was
carried out in 2017.
31 European standards and 13 international
ones were published in Bulgarian; one standard
developed at national level was approved by TC 16
„Archive, librarianship and information activity“.

Sector 2: Healthcare, environmental
protection and medical equipment
A systematic review of 96 European standards and
standardization documents was carried out in 2017.
32 European standards and 2 international ones
were published in Bulgarian.

www.bds-bg.org
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Sector 3: Building and constructions
A systematic review of 287 European standards and
standardization documents was carried out in 2017.
73 European standards and 1 international standard
were published in Bulgarian. 9 standards developed
at national level were approved by TCs in the scope
of TC5 „Concrete and mortars“, TC 61 ”Insulation
of buildings and civil engineering structures”, TC 96
“Doors, windows, shutters, building hardware and
curtain walling”.

Sector 4: Machinery, transport, lifting
equipment and packaging
A systematic review of 224 European standards and
standardization documents and 10 international
standards and standardization documents was
carried out in 2017. 47 European standards and 4
international ones were published in Bulgarian.

Sector 5: Metalic and non-metalic materials
A systematic review of 109 European standards
and standardization documents and 8 international
standards and standardization documents was
carried out in 2017. 19 European standards and 10
international ones were published in Bulgarian.

Sector 6: Chemistry, food and products for
household and leisure use
A systematic review of 296 European standards
and standardization documents was carried out in
2017. 101 European standards and 10 international
standards were published in Bulgarian. 4 standards
developed at national level were approved by TC in
the scope of TC 7 „ Ceramic and glass“ and TC 67
”Petroleum products and lubricants”.

10
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Sector 7 – General electrotechnical
standards, standards in electronics,
electrical engineering, energy,
telecommunications and information
technology
A systematic review of 52 European standards and
standardization documents and 42 international
standards and standardization documents was
carried out in 2017. 53 European standards and 2
international ones were published in Bulgarian.
BDS activity in its role as National Electrotechnical
Committee (NEC) as IEC member is the following:
drafts in the scope of electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC), nanotechnology and electrotechnical and
electronic equipment (IECEE) were voted in 2017.

SUMMARY
Information on the total number of draft European standards and standardization documents voted by
BDS in 2017 is provided in the table below:

Voted draft standards
according to the stage
New work item
Public enquiry
Formal vote
Systematic review
Total

CEN

CENELEC

1 121
1 052
1 078
1 212
4 463

529
397
384
21
1331

4463
voted drafts
in CEN

1331
voted drafts
in CENELEC

www.bds-bg.org
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The summary on the activity regarding
CEN/CENELEC Technical Committees for which
there is no corresponding BDS/TC (i.e. in TC 0)
in 2017 is as follows: 409 new work items and
159 draft European standards were voted at the
„Public enquiry“ stage and 296 draft European
standards were voted at the „Formal Vote“ stage;
330 European and international standards were
implemented as BDS standards by publishing in
one of the official CEN/CENELEC languages.
Related to the maintenance of updated fund of
Bulgarian standards, a systematic review of
339 BDS standards developed at national
level was performed in 2017. The aim was those
standards which are obsolete to be withdrawn and
others to be subject to revision for updating: for
example, this was the case with BDS 13018:2017
„Alumosilicate refractory mortars“ in the scope of
TC 7.
Related to BDS membership in the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 2017 it

could be summarized: BDS participated as active
member in:
• 18 ISO/TCs (technical committees)
• 3 ISO/PCs (project committees)
• 25 ISO/TC/SCs (sub-committees)
• ISO/CASCO
• ISO/COPOLCO
• ISO/DEVCO.
BDS participated as an active member in
2 IEC/TCs and 2 IEC/TC/SCs in the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
The total number of draft ISO and IEC standards
voted by BDS in the past year was 173. TCs
approved 42 international standards for publishing
with translation in Bulgarian; 103 international
standards and standardization documents were
implemented as BDS in one of the official languages.

339

BDS
standards at
systematic
review

173
voted
drafts of
ISO and
IEC
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IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES UNDER 2017 ACTION PLAN

Cooperation and interaction with executive authorities
With regard to the development/consultation
of technical legislative acts related to the
application of the standards, BDS experts
participated in the following joint working
groups with executive bodies:
• Interdepartmental working group (IWG) at
the Ministry of Environment and Water (MEW)
for discussing and preparation of proposals
for amendments to the legislation with a view
to limiting the sulfur and ash content of coal
and briquettes sold for domestic heating to the
population;

BDS experts from various standardization
sectors prepared the following opinions
on development/consultation of technical
legislative acts related to the application of the
standards:
• Regarding the Ordinance on amendment
and supplement of Ordinance No 12 of 15 July
2010 on limit values for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
dioxide, fine particulate matter, lead, benzene,
carbon monoxide and ozone in the ambient air
(published in SG No 58/30.07.2010, effective
30.07.2010).

• Working group “Environment” at the European
Affairs Council (WG 20)

• To the Executive Environment Agency (EEA)
for alignment of the terminology used in the
legislation.

• Interdepartmental working group at the
Ministry of Transport, Information Technology
and Communications (MTITC)
• Interdepartmental working group “Digital
Bulgaria 2020 national programme” at MTITC
• Interdepartmental
working
group
on
accessibility of public websites at the MTITC
• Interdepartmental working
Bulgaria 2025” at MTITC.

group

“Digital

In addition experts from the “Machinery Construction
and Transport” sector participated in Working Group
„Machinery Construction“ (WG 1) and Working
Group „Transport and services for road vehicles”
(WG 3) in „Gold Medal and Diploma“ competition
within Plovdiv technical fair.

• Regarding
national
requirements
for
incorporation of the construction product into
construction works:
»» for determining and declaring the
performances on devices of expansion joints
for road bridges in accordance with ETAG 032,
depending on the intended use
»» for determining and declaring the
performances of fixed, vertical road traffic
signs in accordance with BDS EN 12899-1
»» for determining and declaring the
performances of delineator posts in accordance
with BDS EN 12899-3
»» for determining and declaring the
performance of liquid applied roof waterproofing
kits according to ETAG 005

www.bds-bg.org
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»» for declaring the characteristic of plastics
piping systems for non-pressure underground
drainage and sewerage according to
requirements of BDS EN 1852-1:2009.
• On draft Ordinance for approval of medical
standard „Emergency Medicine“.

• Regarding the National framework for
sustainable mobility, alternative fuels and
propulsion technologies.
• Regarding referenced Standards in Directive
2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure.

Seminars and trainings organized by BDS

The purpose of the organized seminars was to help the
understanding and the application of standards and to raise
the awareness of the stakeholders about the benefits of
participating in the standardization process.

Seminar on National standards on
technical requirements for design and
usage of products for physical protection –
new ordinance of the Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Works on technical requirements for the
physical security of construction works

Seminar on Implementing the requirements of
ISO 9001:2015 to address the risks and opportunities
(risk based thinking, risk management methods)

14
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Seminar on Aggregates for concrete
and their impact on the concrete properties
in relation to the requirements
of the new editions of European standards

Training requested by a company was organized on
the standard „ISO 1101:2017 Geometrical product
specifications (GPS) - Geometrical tolerancing -

Tolerances of form, orientation, location and runout”; the topic included also the related standards
for geometrical tolerancing.

92 participants attended the events organized by
BDS, and, besides knowledge, they also received the
opportunity to purchase standards related to the topic at
discount prices.

www.bds-bg.org
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BDS PARTICIPATION AT EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL
As a member of the European and international
standardization organizations BDS participates in
the annual Assemblies of these organizations, in the
meetings of the Technical Boards of the European

organizations, in annual meetings of the European
standardization working bodies and in other events
of interest.

BDS representatives participated in the following events in 2017:
CEN and CENELEC Annual Meeting
and General Assemblies (June 2017,
Edinburgh, United Kingdom)
The meeting, hosted by The British Standards
Institution (BSI), was attended on Bulgarian part
by Mr. Ivelin Burov, Chairman of BDS Governing
Board, Mrs. Iren Dabizheva, Managing Director,
Mr. Asen Georgiev, member of BDS Governing
Board and member of the CENELEC CA,
Mrs. Rositsa Georgieva, Director of Publishing
activities, sales and services Directorate. BDS
representatives participated also in an extraordinary
meeting of CEN and CENELEC members for
discussion on the planned reorganization of
CEN-CENELEC Management Centre (CCMC)
towards improvement of its work related to the
recommendations CCMC to become a „world class
service provider“.

The 40th General Assembly of the
International Organization for
Standardization (ISO)
The official event of ISO was attended by
Mr. Ivelin Burov, Chairman of BDS Governing
Board and Mrs. Iren Dabizheva, Managing Director.
The General Assembly was marked by two
remarkable anniversaries - 70 years ISO and 100
years DIN. The event was carried out under the
slogan „Open-minded. Open for change“. Important
decisions were taken which will outline the future
of the international organization uniting national
standardization organizations from 163 countries
around the world.

16
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81st General Meeting of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
(October 2017, Vladivostok, Russia)
The event was hosted by the Federal Agency for
Technical Regulation and Metrology „Rosstandard“.
BDS delegation, represented by Mrs. Iren
Dabizheva, BDS Managing Director and Mrs. Siika
Zlatanova, secretary of the National Electrotechnical
Committee, participated in the assembly. The main
topic of the forum was to discuss IEC Masterplan
implementation plan. The IEC Council approved a
cooperation agreement between IEC and ASTM
International.

Sixth Balkan Conference on
Standardization (November 2017,
Antalya, Turkey)
The conference was hosted by the Turkish
Standards Institution (TSE). BDS was represented
by Iren Dabizheva, Managing Director and
Elena Georgieva, Senior expert at “Building
and Constructions” Sector. The conference
was attended by representatives of the Balkan
countries and a representative of the European
Commission. The discussed topics were „Future of
Standardization“, „Standardization Technologies“,
EU priorities in the area of standardization, the
use of digital technologies and platforms for the
development and coordinating of standards, etc.
were also discussed.

www.bds-bg.org
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Participation in the Technical Boards of the European standardization organizations CEN
and CENELEC

BDS delegated representatives participate regularly
in the meetings of the Technical Boards of the
European standardization organizations where their
activities are discussed, organized and coordinated.
BDS authorized representatives participated in the
81st and 82nd CEN Technical Board meetings
(CEN/BT) in January and September 2017 and in
the 155th, 156th and 157th meetings of CENELEC
Technical Board in February, May and September

2017, as well as in the joint meeting of the two
technical boards. One of the important decisions
of the joint meeting was that only CEN-CENELEC
joint technical committees are to be established in
the future. It was envisaged that the existing CENCENELEC Joint Working Groups will be disbanded
or transformed into Joint Technical Committees or
that their work programmes will be transferred to
existing CEN or CENELEC Technical Committees.

Participation of BDS representatives in annual meetings of European and international
technical committees
Participation in plenary sessions of
CEN/TC 443/WG 2 „Feather and down“

Participation in a plenary meeting of
CEN/TC 155 „Plastics piping systems
and ducting systems“

Representative of BDS/TC 44 “Textile and
clothes” took part in plenary sessions of
CEN/TC 443/WG 2 „ Feather and down“ held in
February 2017 in Milan, Italy, and in May in Berlin,
Germany. Changes in draft standards, including
changes to EN 12934:2001 „Feather and down Composition labelling of processed feathers and
down for use as sole filling material“ were discussed
at the meetings. The development of the new
standard is dictated by the fact that it will ensure
more transparent rules for the naming and labeling
of products containing feather and down for both
manufacturers and consumers of feather and down
used as filling materials products.

Representatives of BDS/TC 81 „Plastics“
participated in the 62nd Plenary meeting of
CEN/TC 155 „Plastics piping systems and
ducting systems“ held in Windsor, United Kingdom
in November 2017. The most important topics
discussed were related to possible new work items,
review of the work programme, work group reports
to the TC, drafts for standards amendments, etc.

18
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Participation in ISO/IEC meeting
JTC 1/S C22 „Programming languages,
their environments, and system software
Representative of BDS/TC 53 „Alarm Systems“ interfaces“
Participation in a meeting of
CEN/TC 263/WG1 „Burglary resistance“

participated in the 54th meeting of CEN/TC 263/
WG1 „Burglary resistance“ in May 2017 in
Frankfurt, Germany related to the discussed
changes in the EN 1143-1:2012 „Secure storage
units - Requirements, classification and methods of
test for resistance to burglary - Part 1: Safes, ATM
safes, strongroom doors and strongrooms“.

Participation in a plenary session of
ISO/TC 228 „Tourism and related services“
and working groups at ISO/TC 228

Representative of BDS/TC 57 „Information and
communication technology“ participated in the
30th plenary session of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 22
„Programming languages, their environments
and system software interfaces“ in August in
London, United Kingdom. Bulgaria participated
for the first time in a plenary session of this subcommittee. The new developments in the standards
created by SC 22 with a direct application on
programming languages were commented, which
in turn, support the business in IT area.

The
Chair
of
BDS/TC
89
„Tourism
Activities“ took part in the 12th meeting of
ISO/TC 228 „Tourism and related services“ and in
the meetings of the working groups held in Panama
City, Panama, in May 2017. Bulgaria declared active
participation in finalizing the standard “Medical Spa”
in view of the available mineral resources and the
interest of the business in implementing such a
standard. The opportunities for promotion of the
developed standards as well as the necessity of
their implementation were discussed - how to reach
more people, not only government authorities, but
also scientific society, entrepreneurs and others.

www.bds-bg.org
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Framework Partnership agreement for
translation of European standards in the
Community languages
A new two-year Framework Partnership Agreement
for translation of European standards or European
standardization deliverables in Bulgarian under
a programme funded by the Directorate General
„Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and
SMEs“ of the European Commission (EC) was
signed in 2017. This programme is a part of the EC
measures to support the competitiveness of the
European economy and to raise SMEs‘ awareness
as well as to facilitate access to European standards
in national language for manufacturers, local
industrialists, testing laboratories and the national
authorities.

ISTRA - International Standards
training in VET for promotion
of market relevant education
Contract № 2016-1-BG01-KA202-023738

The Bulgarian Institute for Standardization
participates in the implementation of a twoyear project (started in 2016), which is funded
by Erasmus+ programme of the European
Commission, Key Action 2 „Cooperation for
innovation and the exchange of good practices

20
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- Strategic Partnerships“ and managed by the
Human Resources Development Centre (HRDC)
– the Programme’s National Agency for Bulgaria.
The main objective of this project is the development
and piloting of two sets of innovative training
approaches and contents for VET and C-VET
training on two widely applicable series of standards
(ISO/IEC 27000 and ISO 31000). The standards
selected for training can be applied in practice in a
wide range of organizations, regardless of their size,
nature or organizational specifics and they are ones
of the most widely used standards internationally.
In 2017, a virtual learning environment was created,
where the trainings on standards will be performed.
The training content was developed and translated in
the national languages of the participating countries,
and training of trainers on work in a virtual learning
environment was performed. The training materials
on the standards were developed by experts from
the national standardization bodies of the countries
involved in the project. BDS elaborated the training
content on ISO 31000.
The project is implemented in partnership between
Burgas Free University (Coordinator), Bulgarian
Institute for Standardization, Latvian College of
Culture, Latvian standards, Technological High
School “George Bibescu”, Craiova, Romania,
The Secondary School of Technical and Electrical
Engineering, Presov, Slovakia and Vocational Trade
School, Burgas.
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BRIDIGIT2: Bridge the Gap between the
Research Innovation and Standardisation
Community

The Bulgarian Institute for Standardization
participates in the implementation of a two-year
project funded under Framework Partnership
Agreement, which started at the end of 2017. The
“Bridge the Gap between the Research Innovation
and Standardisation Community” (BRIDGIT2)
project is designed to strengthen the role of
standards in support to research and innovation
and is mainly targeting the European research and
innovation (R&I) community. The main objectives of
BRIDGIT2 are to make standardization an integral
part of the research and innovation lifecycle, to
foster the integration of the research and innovation
community in standardization and to increase the
capacity of CEN and CENELEC members to engage
with the research and innovation community.
The project partnership consists of NSBs from 10
European countries - France (AFNOR), Austria
(ASI), Romania (ASRO), Bulgaria (BDS), Germany
(DIN), Denmark (DS), Netherlands (NEN), Ireland
(NSAI), Spain (UNE), Italy (UNI) and CCMC.

Engaging more Standards Bodies and
National Environmental Organizations
in the environmental aspects of
standardization
The Bulgarian Institute for Standardization
participates in the implementation of a three-year
(42 months) project funded under Framework
Partnership Agreement. As per the directives of
EU’s relevant bodies and the Communication from
the Commission to the Council ((COM(2004)),
environmental issues should be integrated into
standardization work so that the latter becomes
more inclusive. The main objectives of the project
are to increase interaction between NSBs and
societal and environmental organizations and
between the NSBs and the CEN Strategic Advisory
Body on Environment (SABE), NSBs to actively
pursue the participation at national level of societal
environmental and other relevant organizations
in the process, mobilization of societal and
environmental stakeholders by encouraging and
facilitating their appropriate participation in the
process of standardization, to improve flow of
information between European and national bodies
and to increase participation in SABE activities on
behalf of NSBs and NGOs.
Project Leader is the Cyprus Organization for
Standardization (CYS) and project partners,
besides BDS, are the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN), the Romanian Standards
Association (ASRO), the Standardization Institute of
the Republic of Macedonia (ISRM), the Lithuanian
standards board (LST), Latvian Standards (LVS),
Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority
(MCCAA) and the Czech office for Standards,
Metrology and Testing (UNM).

www.bds-bg.org
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PUBLISHING OF STANDARDS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

A total of 483 standards and standardization
documents in Bulgarian were published last year.
341 of them were developed at national level
(3 BDS standards and 21 National Annexes under
contract with the Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Works).

A total of 1 778 standards were published in
one of the official languages of CEN/CENELEC or
ISO. The number of withdrawn standards due to
obsolescence is 1 242.

483

standards
published in
Bulgarian

1778

published in one
of the official
languages of
CEN/CENELEC
or ISO

1242
withdrawn
standards
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Statistics
The table and the graph bellow show the standards implemented in 2017 by types.

Type
BDS
ISO
ISO/IEC
IEC
EN
EN ISO
HD
ETSI
European standardization deliverables
International standardization deliverables
Total

Number
24
105
5
1
1 086
483
27
124
111
16
1 982

Въведени стандарти през 2017 г. по видове
BDS
ISO
ISO/IEC
IEC
EN
EN ISO
HD
ETSI
European Standardization deliverables
International Standardization
deliverables

www.bds-bg.org
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2 0 1 7стандарти към края
Национален фонд от български
на 2017 г.

The status of the national fund of Bulgarian standards in 2017 is shown in the chart below:

BDS EN (CEN, CENELEC)
BDS

22260

BDS EN (ETSI)
BDS ISO
BDS ISO/IEC
COMECON Standards

1422
7613

71
371

31

1267

BDS IEC

2864
other standardization
deliverables (TS, TR, etc.)

The table bellow illustrates the changes in the National Fund of Bulgarian Standards for three consecutive
years:

Type of national standards
BDS EN (CEN, CENELEC)
BDS
BDS EN (ETSI)
BDS ISO
BDS ISO/IEC
COMENON Standards
BDS IEC
Other standardization deliverables (TR, TS, etc.)
Total

24
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2015
2016
2017
21 374 21 798 22 260
7752
7667
7613
2637
2785
2864
1167
1237
1267
28
36
31
383
373
371
68
70
71
1246
1339
1422
34 655 35 305 35 899
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Other publications
BDS Compass online magazine continued to be
published, with the following topics:

БДС Компас
Издание на Българския институт за стандартизация

Брой 3
юли – септември 2017

ОтОплениетО

• Issue 1: Standards
1 591 reviews

and

security

–

• Issue 2: Glass in the construction works –
854 reviews
• Issue 3: Heating – 1 171 reviews
• Issue 4: Lifts – 173 reviews

Новите европейски правила за медицинските изделия

ISSN 1314-3611

Collections of standards
In 2017 BDS issued one new collection („Societal
and Citizens Security”). Thus, the total number of
collections offered by BDS reached 23.

In addition, BDS issued (on CD) in Bulgarian
translation the Guide “ISO 9001:2015 for small
enterprises – What to do” which enjoys customers’
interest.

www.bds-bg.org
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INFORMATION SERVICES AND SALES. NATIONAL INFORMATION CENTRE

In the past year, BDS increased the number
of services offered by one more: „Expert
consultations“.
The new service makes standards more accessible
to businesses and organizations that do not have
specialists in a given area, and those who already
use standards in their business will be able to get
answers about standards and their implementation.

provided
information on

1958
documents

553

thematic and
bibliographical
references
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In 2017 the Information Centre has:
• prepared 553 thematic and bibliographical
references
• provided information on 1 958 documents
• prepared 5 references on the actuality of
Bulgarian standards and 72 references on
the actuality of international standards on
subscription
• prepared 133 responses to standardization
inquiries.
16 BDS customers have used the new service
“Subscription on actuality of Bulgarian standards”
in 2017. Over the period of one year the customers
receive monthly information on the package of
standards they work with or are of their interest –

status, available language, new editions published,
amendments and corrigenda. The use of this
service assure customers that they are working
with the up-to-date editions of the standards; saves
time and efforts to seek for possible changes of the
standards.
207 BDS customers benefited from the on-the-spot
services at BDS library in the past 2017, where
1 126 documents were provided.
Customers who want to get acquainted with the
texts of the standards before purchasing them
use the information service of online reading of
standards. 390 customers used this service during
the reporting period. The total number of standards
read out remotely is 1 172.

390

1172

customers of
online reading
of standards

standards read
out online

16

1126
documents
provided in
the library

customers of
„Subscription
on actuality
of Bulgarian
standards“
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Sales of standards

The total number of Bulgarian standards sold out
in the past year was 7 387, which is at the level of
sales in 2016 (7 431).

Sales of national BDS standards remain at the level
of 2016.
In 2017, interest in the following collections of
standards remained:

• “ISO 31000 Risk Management - basic
standards” – 21 sales.
• “Social Responsibility and Environment” –
11 sales.

Bulgarian standards sold out in 2017 by types

11
541

193

BDS

15
1038

BDS EN
BDS EN ISO

2383

BDS ISO
3206

BDS HD
Standardization deliverables
others (BDS IEC, COMECON
Standards, BDS ENV)
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In 2017, sales of international and foreign standards increased by 10%. It is due to ISO standards - 24%
growth and DIN standards - 33% growth, whereas there was 15% decrease of ASTM standards.

International and foreign standards sold out in 2017
3,32%

22,74%
ISO
IEC
58,28%
13,26%

DIN
ASTM
others (ASME,
API, VDI, SAE)

2,40%

Information of the best-selling Bulgarian standards in 2017 is given in the following table:
Number of
sales

Standard
BDS EN ISO 9001:2015 Quality management systems - Requirements
(ISO 9001:2015)
BDS EN ISO 14001:2015 Environmental management systems - Requirements
with guidance for use (ISO 14001:2015)
SD ISO/TS 9002:2016 Quality management systems - Guidelines for the
application of ISO 9001:2015
BDS EN ISO 9000:2015 Quality management systems - Fundamentals and
vocabulary (ISO 9000:2015)
BDS EN ISO/IEC 27001:2017 Information technology - Security techniques Information security management systems - Requirements (ISO/IEC 27001:2013
including Cor 1:2014 and Cor 2:2015)
BDS EN ISO 6597-1:2017 Microbiology of the food chain - Horizontal method for
the detection, enumeration and serotyping of Salmonella - Part 1: Detection of
Salmonella spp. (ISO 6579-1:2017)
BDS EN ISO 17637:2017 Non-destructive testing of welds - Visual testing of
fusion-welded joints (ISO 17637:2016)
BDS EN ISO 19011:2011 Guidelines for auditing management systems
(ISO 19011:2011)
BDS EN ISO 50001:2011 Energy management systems - Requirements with
guidance for use (ISO 50001:2011)

285
100
42
38
29
28
25
22
20

www.bds-bg.org
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The largest number of sales in 2017 was registered
in the following areas of standardization:
• quality management systems, information
security, energy management
• environmental protection,
• agricultural and food products,
• welding of the materials,
• petroleum products and lubricants,
• ferrous metallurgy,

As a result of the continuously improved automated
standardization and sales management system:
• the growth in the proportion of orders for
standards purchased via Internet marks a steady
upward trend – from 54,67% in 2015 to 60% in
2016, and 61,7% in 2017 out of the total number;
• the share of sales of Bulgarian standards
downloaded online increases – from 59% to
66,5%, on CD decreases from 30,7% to 24,4%,
and those on paper copy decreases from 10,3%
to 9,1%.

• concrete and mortars.

67%
standards
downloaded
online

62%

orders for
standards made
via Internet

24%
sales of
standards
on CD

9%

sales of
standards on
paper copy
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BDS activities related to the EU membership of Bulgaria
The national Information Centre performs its
obligation under the Regulation (EU) 1025/2012
of the European Parliament and of the Council for
information exchange as well as the obligations
under the Agreement with the World Trade
Organization (WTO/TBT) to remove technical
barriers to trade. 9 draft standards, developed
at national level were notified in 2017 (2 of
BDS/TC 32 „Agricultural and food products”, 5
of BDS/TC 11 „Leather, leather products and
footwear”, one of BDS/TC 7 „Ceramic and glass” and
BDS/TC 28 „General metrology”).
1 575 national standards implementing European
standards were notified through the Management
Centre of CEN and CENELEC (ССМС).

At the same time BDS regularly sends information
on Bulgarian titles of European standards at draft
stage and ratified document and harmonized
standards for citation in EU Official Journal. During
the past year information was regularly provided
on notifications of draft national standards under
the Vilamoura procedure at CENELEC sent by the
national committees.
BDS has provided information to 19 inquires
received from organizations in the country and
abroad. Information was provided in due course to
the state administration bodies according to the area
of competence for submitted drafts of European
standards at public enquiry stage.

1575
notified
national
standards

19

inquires from
organizations in
the country and
abroad

9

notified drafts,
developed at
national level
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FINANCING THE STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES

Revenues in 2017

Source of funding
Government subsidy
Revenues from sales
Membership fees
Contracts, including the ones under European projects
Other revenues – sale of long-term tangible assets,
sponsorship and interests
Total revenues
Balance as of 01.01.2017

BGN
1 430 000
421 524
192 547
129 031

%
66
19
9
6

5 602

0

2 178 704
205 726

Funding of
the
standardization activities
inin
2017
(BGN)
Financing
the
standardization
activities
2017
(BGN)

BGN

1 600 000
1 400 000
1 200 000
1 000 000
800 000
600 000
400 000
200 000
0
Government subsidy Revenues from sales Membership fees Contracts, including Other revenues –
the ones under
sale of long-term
European projects
tangible assets,
sponsorship and
Source of funding
interests
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2015
BGN
%
1 280 000 61
418 039 20
200 326
9

Sources of funding

Government subsidy
Revenues from sales
BDS/TC Membership fees
Contracts for funding, including under
189 367
European projects
Other revenues (sponsorship and
5 786
interests)
Total revenues
2 093 518
Balance as of 01.01. of the respective year
181 769

2016
BGN
%
1 430 000 67
434 873 21
198 358
9

2017
BGN
%
1 430 000 66
421 524 19
192 547
9

9

53 851

3

129 031

6

1

3 984

0

5 602

0

2 121 066
179 326

2 178 704
205 726

Financing of
the standardization
activities
in the period2015
2015
– 2017
(BGN)
Финансиране
на дейността
по стандартизация
- 2017
г. (лева)
Funding of the standardization activities in the period 2015 - 2017 (BGN)
1 600 000
1 400 000
1 200 000
1 000 000
800 000
600 000
400 000
200 000
0

Government subsidy

2015

2016

Revenues from sales

2017

BDS/TC Membership
fees

Contracts, incl. under
European projects

Other revenues
(interests and
sponsorship)
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Expenditures in 2017

Expenditures
Salaries, including incentives
Social insurance contributions
Other remunerations
Operational costs
Membership fees to ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC
Capital expenditures
Total costs
Funds available at the end of the year

2017
BGN
918 392
181 050
384 119
260 894
380 960
3 515
2 128 930
255 502

%
43
9
18
12
18
0

Costs
for 2015
– 2017
(BGN)
Operational
costs
in 2015
- 2017 (BGN)

thousands

1 000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2015
2016
2017
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ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY

To pursue its activities, BDS strives to maintain
competent, informed and motivated staff.

At the end of 2017 BDS has personnel of
68 people with no tendency of staff turnover. Over
the past year, four new employees were engaged.
To be introduced in the specifics of the activities,
each newly appointed employee has an individual
training program prepared for the particular job.
An integral part of the training is also an introduction
to the current Quality Management System covering

all work process related activities. In this way each
employee can adapt to the working environment
and the specifics of the work.
By maintaining the competence, the experience and
the skills of its employees, the Bulgarian Institute for
Standardization succeeds to meet the requirements
of its partners and customers from all areas of
economy, science and business.

www.bds-bg.org
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Bulgarian Institute for Standardization
Sofia 1797
13 „Lachezar Stanchev“ Str., „Izgrev“ Complex
tel: 00359 2 81 74 504
fax: 00359 2 8735597
e-mail: info@bds-bg.org
web: www.bds-bg.org
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